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Hydrostatics the science of the pressure and
eQuihbnum of liquids that are non elastic
Hydrozoa are a class of water annuals of the
Coelenterata phylum to which Hydra (q v)
belongs In one order of the Hydrozoa free
swimming colonies showing marked division of
labour between the Individual units occur this
order includes the Portuguese man of war
Hyena a nocturnal carnivore with powerful jaws
The striped hyenas inhabit N Africa India
and S W India The brown hyenas with long
shaggy hair are natives of 8 Africa The
spotted or laughing hyena noted for the
peculiar cry from which its name is derived is
also confined to Africa,
Hygrometer an instrument for measuring the
ameunt of water vapour in the atmosphere
A simple form of hygrometer known as the
wet and dry butt) consists of two vertical
thermometers affixed to a frame One bulb is
exposed to the air and the other is covered
with muslin which dips into a -water bath to
keep it moist If the air is saturated, it takes
up no moisture from the wet bulb and the two
thermometers read the same If the air is not
saturated evaporation takes place from the
wet bulb latent heat is absorbed from the air
and the temperature of the wet bulb is lower
than that of the dry bulb Eelative humidity
and dew point of the air can then be derived
from suitable tables Hygrometers depending
upon the expansion of human hair and gold
beater s afriTi and the deposition of dew on a
polished surface when cooled sufficiently are
also hi general use See Humidity
Hymenoptera, the order of insects to which bees
wasps hornets ants and sawflies belong They
have a well denned waist two pairs of mem
branous wings coupled together mouth parts
modified for biting or sucking the females
possess an ovipositor used for depositing eggs
and is sometimes modified for stinging There
are about 70 000 species in this order and many
live in highly organised communities. See also
Ichneumon Fly
Hyperbola. A curve described by certain comets
that go round the sun and never return
Hypsometer an instrument formerly used by
mountaineers to find the height above sea-level
by indirectly measuring the atmospheric
pressure by determining the boiling point of
water at the particular height Based on the
fact that as pressure decreases with height so the
boiling point is lowered. Superseded by the
aneroid barometer
Ibex, wild goats of several species found m the
mountain regions of Europe Asia and Africa.
The male has exceedingly large curved ridged
horns The species that lives m the Alps l=
called the Stembock or bouauetin.
Ibis belongs to a family of birds related to the
stork The sacred ibis of ancient Egypt is now
extinct in Egypt but is found in the lakes and
swamps of the Sudan near the Upper Nile It
has white and black plumage and a long curved
beak. Other species are found elsewhere the
Glossy Ibis (black plumage glossed with purple
and green) occasionally visiting England.
Ibo a large tribe of 8 M Nigeria, numbering be
tween 6 and 6 million. Since the end of British
rule they have been active m their struggle for
national independence and under their leader
Ojukwu embarked upon the secessionist state
of Biafra and the unsuccessful civil war against
Federal forces The Hausa and the Yoruba are
the other main Nigerian groups
Ice is frozen water It is a colourless, crystalline
and brittle solid Being only 92% as dense a.
water it floats on the latter the expansion
which occurs as water changes into ice causes
the fracture of water pipes, though the fracture
only becomes obvious when the ice melts and
leaks out through the crack. The temperature
at which ice forms is 0° C 32 F Ice can be
melted by pressure and the ease and smoothness
with which one is able to skate on Ice depend on
this phenomenon.
Ice Ages. Periods during which the continents
were partly or largely covered by ice-sheets and
glaciers. The present-day ice-sheets of Green
 land and Antarctica are rehcs of the most recent
Ice Age which began hi the Pleistocene and
ended about 10 000 years ago Much of
the southern hemisphere experienced an ice age
at the end of the Carboniferous Period Ice
ages are recorded from isolated localities during
the Pre Cambrian but there is no evidence that
these were simultaneous See F9(l) 48(2) AS
Icebergs are detached masses of glacier which ^ub
side into the sea and float as wind or current
may take them About one mnfh of an icebert
is above sea level The North Atlant c is the
chief home of icebergs which reach the ocean
from the ice clad plateaux of Greenland Some
of these floating masses of ice are of enormous
proportions and constitute in the spring' and
early summer seasons a grea* menace to the
safety of ships as was disastrously shown in
the Titanic catastrophe of 1912 For some
years past these menaces to N Atlantic shipping
have been kept under close observation by
vessels specially detailed for this work
Ice-breaker a special heavy bow plated ship for
forcing a way through ice and used especially
at ports of the Baltic Sea and the Great Lakes
region of Canada which freeze during the winter
months The Soviet atomic ice breaker Lenin
the first of its kind in the world launched in
Dec 1957 is designed to cut a channel through
ice of any thickness Her icebreakmg per
fonnance will allow the sea route to the north
of Siberia to be kept open throughout the year
Icelandic Literature the Old Norse literature
centred about Iceland which includes numerous
works of poetry mythology and history of
interest and importance. Much of this literature
is in the saga form See also Edda
Iceland Moss a kind of lichen (Ceirano wte&ca)
which grows in great quantities in the mountain
regions of Iceland and other Northern countries
It possesses certain nutritive qualities and is of
some value in medicine
Iceland Spar a colourless form of calcite (calcium
carbonate) frequently found hi association
with metallic ores it has the power to produce
strong double refraction of light so that two
images are seen of an object viewed through a
piece of Iceland spar It was formerly used in
optical apparatus for producing polarised light.
Icem an ancient British race who in early times
lived in Norfolk and other parts of Eastern
England. Their most famous ruler was Queen
Boadicea. who led her people against the
Romans in a j> 61
Ice Plant also called dew plant and dia-
mond plant A South African mesembry
anthsmum commonly grown m British gardens.
Introduced in 1690
Ice Saints St Hamertus St Pancras and St
Servatrus so called because of the legendary-
cold on these Saints Days namely May 11-13
Ichneumon, the Egyptian mongoose, popularly
known as Pharaoh b Bat It is of great use
m checking the multiplication of reptiles It
ib frequently domesticated.
Ichneumon Ply a numerous group of parasitic
hymenopterous insects abounding in many
lands and all having the peculiarity of deposit-
ing their eggs in the bodies of other insects It
destroys swarms of caterpillars, which become
the unwilling hosts of its progeny
Ichthyology the natural history of fishes.
Ichthyosaurus was a gigantic marine reptile of the
Mesozoic age The fossils are mostly found In
the has formation. Some were over 30 ft
Icons Icons ate religions paintings designed for
devotional use either by the individual or in
church rituals. In size ihey range from the
very small to large ones in two or three panels
on church screens dividing the nave from the
chancel (these axe known as diptych and
triptych respectively) The icon style of
painting derives from the tomb paintings of
Hellenistic and Boman Egypt, where it had
become the custom to leave a portrait of the
dead over the mummy's face. Icons of the
earlier periods are rare, those of the 6th. cent
probably having been destroyed and those of
the 9th-12th cent, mostly removed to Busda.
They were essentially simple with the Virgin
and Child, or the Virgin, Christy and John the
Baptist as subject. Prom the ISShoent. toons
were more complex, dealing with New Testa

